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Abstract
Bandwidth provisioning and QoS mapping are key issues to support multimedia services such as VoIP in the emerging network technologies. The classiﬁcation feature enables MPLS (Multi-protocol Label Switch) to support diﬀerentiated types of services (DiﬀServ)
with needed QoS. The diﬀerentiated service model provides a variety of mechanisms to achieve diﬀerent objectives (such as call level
or packet level satisfaction). To design a good service model, which can balance the call level and packet level QoS performances, is
a challenging task. In this paper, we propose two objective-oriented service models for the VoIP services over the DiﬀServ/MPLS networks. They can be modeled as the continuous time Markov chains (CTMC) and the performance are assessed in details. The salient point
for the proposed service models is to solve the myth of the trade-oﬀ between the service quality (user’s concern) and the system revenue
(system provider’s concern) – involving how to meet each user’s SLA requirements while maximizing system revenue. The analytical
results in this paper can provide useful information to both user and service provider for signing a cost-eﬀective contract which provides
a better trade-oﬀ between cost and QoS.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Bandwidth provision; QoS mapping; Service model; VoIP; Overlay network; MPLS; DiﬀServ

1. Introduction
An overlay network is a logical application-layer topology established by overlay nodes. The logical connections
between the overlay nodes are provided by overlay links,
each of which may be a long path traversing multiple routers and physical links in the Internet. VoIP (Voice over IP)
service is one of the peer-to-peer applications of overlay
network, and constructs a VoIP service overlay network
by VoIP service components and VoIP user agents. The
VoIP service overlay network can eﬀectively use the Internet as a lower level transport network to provide VoIP services to end users.
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Nowadays, VoIP applications [1] are ubiquitous in the
Internet due to its low cost compared to conventional voice
service via Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).
The VoIP service overlay networks have emerged as a
means to enhance end-to-end availability and quality of
service (QoS). The services require not only adequate bandwidth to support voice transmission but also end-to-end
transmission quality between end users. Inherited from its
interactive and real-time nature, it is very sensitive to network congestions and it requires more stringent QoS than
data traﬃc. Some QoS requirements shall be maintained to
make them attractive to users [2], for example, good voice
quality and short call waiting time.
Internet and network communities have addressed the
QoS issues about real-time applications for a long time.
The emergence technology known as ‘‘Diﬀerentiated Service Model over Multi-protocol Label Switch’’ (DiﬀServ/
MPLS) [3] can enhance QoS provisioning ability for the
conventional IP-based networks. The DiﬀServ-based
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MPLS network is a suitable platform to provide VoIP
services, since it can support diﬀerentiated traﬃc classes
and provide preferential treatments to users. In addition,
such network also makes it possible to provide many salient functions such as QoS provisioning, Fast Forwarding,
Traﬃc Engineering (TE) and Virtual Private Network
(VPN) applications [4–7]. The DiﬀServ-based MPLS technology is scalable and practical; therefore, this technology
has been deployed in most advanced routers. With QoS
provisioning, this technology can realize the QoS guarantee
of VoIP service overlay network very well.
A VoIP service provider purchases bandwidth with certain QoS guarantees from individual network domains via
Service Level Agreement (SLA) to build a logical VoIP service overlay network on top of existing data transport networks. Via a service contract, the VoIP service provider
directly receives the revenue from VoIP users. First, besides
service discovery and service interworking, the VoIP service provider faces the issues of QoS guarantee and service
proﬁt. One way to accommodate users’ resource demanding, thus to guarantee their demand volume and QoS, is
to employ new infrastructure to increase extra many bandwidth to avoid congestions; however, such business strategy is not cost-eﬀective. An alternative prominent
strategy to meet the QoS requirements is to raise the system
utilization of a network by doing the bandwidth provisioning. In addition, network provisioning can give users better
QoS, avoid network congestions and maximize the network eﬃciency.
Second, in DiﬀServ/MPLS networks, the VoIP service
provider also faces the QoS-mapping issue between overlay
network and transport network. The conventional VoIP
service providers support only either one of the three service classes in a single VoIP trunk to a group of VoIP subscribers, i.e., Expedited Forwarding (EF)-class, Assured
Forwarding (AF)-class, and Best Eﬀort (BF)-class. EF-class
traﬃc receives the highest forwarding priority while BFclass traﬃc receives the lowest forwarding priority among
the three. Transport core networks intend to provide EFclass users with low delay, low jitter and low loss services
by serving them at a conﬁgured rate [8]. In contract, an
AF-class may be conﬁgurable to receive more bandwidth
resource to forward packets only when excess resource is
available [9]. Excess resource, if still available, is left to
BE users so that they will not be dried-up. However,
although the EF-class provides the best QoS, the EF
resource costs the most. Similarly, the AF resource cost a
little less than that of EF-class and thus provide degraded
service; BE is the cheapest one, no QoS shall be assumed
and unsuitable for VoIP applications.
Obviously, it is diﬃcult for VoIP users to choose an
cost-eﬀective service among them, especially in a time varying network conditions. Consequently, users either pay
more to sign a higher priority service when transport network is not congested, or pay less to receive lower priority
service and thus get much poorer throughput than
expected.

To help users to receive appropriate services, we propose
two objective-oriented service models AF+ in this paper.
They are modeled as the continuous time Markov chains
(CTMC), and the analytical results in this paper can provide useful information to both user and service provider
for signing a cost-eﬀective contract which provides a better
trade-oﬀ between cost and QoS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the related works are brieﬂy reviewed. A VoIP
service overlay network architecture is explained in Section
3. In Section 4, we propose new AF+ service models: one is
for non-rate adaptive (non-RA) policy and the other is for
rate-adaptive (RA) policy. SLA can be contracted with
either non-RA or RA policy. Both service models are proposed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Performance
analysis for both models is illustrated in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes this paper.
2. Related works
A lot of Internet standards on VoIP service architecture
and interworking can be found in [10–12]. VoIP services
still consider the issues of performance, routing path selection, fault detection and QoS between overlay network and
transport network to satisfy users’ requirements. In an
overlay network, data transfer might not be as eﬃcient as
the one performed at the network layer. Service routing
overhead is a key performance metric for overlay infrastructures. Zhang et al. [13] proposed a novel mechanism,
mOverlay, for constructing an overlay network that takes
account of locality of network hosts, and Han et al. [14]
proposed a novel framework for topology-aware overlay
networks. Additionally, the approaches of topology design
to improve the performance of overlay networks can be
found in [15]. In our work, we assume the underlying DiﬀServ/MPLS networks can support the abilities of network
resource reservation and QoS guarantee well. The VoIP
service providers purchase network bandwidth from several network domains to construct a VoIP service overlay
network according to the VoIP service contract of VoIP
users. However, the topology design of VoIP service overlay network falls out of the interest of this work and it can
refer to the above papers.
After constructing the overlay network, another key
problem in the overlay network deployment is the issue of
QoS management and bandwidth provisioning, which is
critical to cost recovery in deploying and operating the
VoIP services over the overlay network. The approaches
of QoS-aware routing can be found in [16,17]. Additionally,
the research on resource management and bandwidth provisioning can be found in [18–21]. When many parties share
network resources on an overlay network, mechanisms
must exist to allocate the resources and protect the network
from overload. Amir et al. [18] demonstrated near-optimal
utilization of network resources, fair sharing of individual
congested links, and quick adaptation to network changes.
Duan et al. [20] studied the bandwidth provisioning prob-
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lem for a service overlay network which is critical to the cost
recovery in deploying and operating value-added services
over the service overlay network, and mathematically formulate the bandwidth provisioning problem, taking into
account various factors such as SLA, service QoS, traﬃc
demand distributions, and bandwidth costs.
In DiﬀServ/MPLS networks, the EXP-Inferred-PSC
LSPs (E-LSP) and Label-Only-Inferred-PSC LSPs (LLSP) solutions [3] have been developed to support the DiﬀServ service models (such as EF, AF and BE) to enable the
MPLS network classifying services of various applications.
However, LSPs can only receive the same class for all packets in both E-LSP and L-LSP, which cannot solve the myth
of trade-oﬀ between cost and service quality. Additionally,
the ideal of AF+ service model was presented in [22] ﬁrst.
To provide cost-eﬀective DiﬀServ solutions in MPLS networks, we proposed two service models, AF þ
non-RA and
AF þ
RA , to extend the conventional AF service for non-rate
adaptive and rate adaptive call admission policies,
respectively.
3. Overlay network architecture
A VoIP service overlay network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. According to VoIP service contracts, the
VoIP providers purchase bandwidth with certain QoS
guarantees from underlying network domains to build a
logical VoIP service overlay network on top of existing
data transport networks. In the transport network, the
VoIP users can access broadband networks through various technologies such as xDSL, Cable Modem, Fiber-tothe-Home (FTTH), etc. They can receive the high quality
and high speed transport service to attach their VoIP service provided by the local VoIP service provider.
The VoIP service overlay network topology is established by VoIP service components and their users. The
logical connections between the service components and
the user agents are provided by overlay links, each of which
may be a long path traversing multiple routers and physical
links in the transport network. Particularly, the VoIP ser-
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vice overlay network can be divided into two sublayers: signaling sublayer and media sublayer. The signaling sublayer
network is constructed by several signaling servers, which
may be deployed by multiple VoIP service providers. The
signaling servers provide the functionalities of registrar server, location server and proxy server in the SIP standard
[10]. The media sublayer network is established by media
gateways, which may be deployed by diﬀerent VoIP service
providers. The media gateways keep the states of each
VoIP sessions, and handle each media stream of VoIP sessions. Moreover, they classify the VoIP packets and aggregate the media streams into their proper QoS-enabled
overlay path (i.e., DiﬀServ-based LSP) [23]. Therefore, if
the bandwidth provisioning (quantity) and QoS mapping
(quality) is control well, the requirements of each VoIP
user can be satisﬁed in the consideration of resource cost.
For example, when the UA1 is powered on, it attaches
to its local SS1 and performs the registration procedure.
The signaling servers manage the location information
and states of their UAs. If UA1 makes a call to UA2,
SS1 will receive the request from UA1 and then help him
to discover the location of UA2. The signaling negotiation
is delivered via the overlay paths of signaling sublayer with
dedicated network resource. After UA2 answers this call,
SS1 and SS3 separately handle MG1 and MG4 to aggregate the media streams of this call into the proper routing
overlay path with certain quality level in media sublayer.
Finally, after UA1 or UA2 releases this call, SS1 and SS3
also separately handle MG1 and MG4 to release the traﬃc
aggregation.
4. System and service models
The conventional VoIP service model supports only
either one of the three priority classes in a single VoIP
trunk for a group of VoIP subscribers. It is diﬃcult for
users to determine which service class to sign up will do
themselves the best. Similarly, the service providers do
not have the ﬂexibility to negotiate with users for their services. Let’s elaborate the above situation by an example.

Fig. 1. A VoIP service overlay network architecture.
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The VoIP service provider spends high cost and purchases
network bandwidth with EF-class service to deploy a VoIP
trunk. Consider a VoIP user requests a VoIP service when
the VoIP trunk contracted previously is full. Because of the
hard guarantee of EF-class service, this call will be blocked.
In the contrast, the service provider spends less cost to purchase AF-class bandwidth than EF-class bandwidth. If he
VoIP trunk contracted previously is congested and the
AF-class bandwidth of other VoIP trunks is available,
the new call will be accepted and share the remaining
AF-class bandwidth of others. However, the quality of
AF-class VoIP trunk is unstable and dependent on other
network users. The conventional service model do not support such functionality, which motivates us to propose the
following generic AF+ service model.
Here, we ﬁrst propose a generic AF+ service model
which is constructed based on the DiﬀServ/MPLS networks but with an adaptive SLA signing policy. VoIP
providers purchase bandwidth with EF-class service and
AF-class service simultaneously to provide AF+ VoIP service. AF+ provides EF-class when VoIP trunk is not congested and it provides only AF-class service when VoIP
trunk is congested. Consider the following scenario, for
example, when a new call arrives and the provisioned bandwidth of EF-class is available, this call is served with the
EF-class level ﬁrst (up to m EF calls). Otherwise, if the
provisioning bandwidth of EF-class is unavailable, it is serviced with the AF-class level (up to n AF calls) and then is
treated as an AF-class like that in the conventional DiﬀServ/MPLS model; when VoIP trunk is congested, an EF
request will be degraded to an AF-class with discount
charge. The design goal is to reduce the bandwidth demanding from a single user when VoIP trunk is congested, and
thus increase the availability of services. As an example
illustrated in Fig. 2, there are two VoIP trunks (i.e., overlay
links or paths of media sublayer) in a link. In a VoIP trunk,
the ﬁrst coming VoIP streams receive EF service up to m
streams and the rest of n streams receive only AF-class service. Additionally, the extra streams may share the remain-

EF-class provisioned
bandwidth

EF class
AF class

Link

AF-class VoIP
media streams
EF-class VoIP
media streams
VoIP virtual trunk

AF-class provisioned
bandwidth

Fig. 2. EF-class and AF-class provisioned bandwidth in a VoIP trunk and
link.

ing AF-class bandwidth with other users in the link. Assume
that the total bandwidth in the VoIP trunk is denoted as
BWtotal which can be expressed as the following.
BW total ¼ ðm  BW EF þ n  BW AF Þ

ð1Þ

where BWEF and BWAF are the bandwidth allocated to
each EF and AF-class user, respectively. In this example,
the ratio of serving EF traﬃc in a single trunk is controlled
by a parameter of bandwidth provisioning ratio, a, where a
is the VoIP preferential treatment threshold and can be expressed as
a¼

m  BW EF
BW total

06a61

ð2Þ

In other words, if a total amount of bandwidth for a VoIP
trunk is BWtotal, the total amount of bandwidth used for
serving EF traﬃc is a Æ BWtotal. An appropriate value of a
can be estimated based on the traﬃc loading and the cost
for each class. The eﬀect on a will be discussed in Section
5. In the following paragraphs, we introduce and analyze
þ
its two variants, denoted as AF þ
non-RA and AF RA , respectively.
þ
They diﬀers in their SLA policies. AF non-RA is an AF+ service
model without rate-adaptive feature for calls. AF þ
RA is the
rate-adaptive version for AF+ model, in which the AF service could be upgraded to EF service when the VoIP trunk
utilization drops down below a.
4.1. AF þ
non-RA : non-rate adaptive service model
AF þ
non-RA follows the same diﬀerentiated service framework as AF+ service model, i.e., the ﬁrst m calls will be serviced with EF-class, and after that all service requests will
be treated as AF-class up to n calls. But in this AF þ
non-RA
model, the AF-class service, once determined by DiﬀServ
ingress router while call setup progress, will never be
upgraded back to EF-class even the system utilization
drops back to the ratio of a. In this service model, the
ingress routers trace VoIP control messages, manage the
states of VoIP sessions and decide which service class they
are before VoIP connection is established.
The proposed AF þ
non-RA service can be modeled as a twodimension birth–death process [24]. Fig. 3 shows the state
transition diagram of this birth–death process. We make
the following three assumptions before we perform our
analysis.
• All traﬃc patents of VoIP sources are CBR (constant bit
rate) with the same coding rate.
• Bandwidth provisioning for m EF-class calls and n AFclass calls are contracted by a VoIP service provider and
a network provider in advance.
• Call arrivals for both EF and AF-classes follow the Poisson distribution with the rate of k. The call holding time
for both EF and AF services are exponentially distributed with the mean call holding time of 1/l. The Erlang
density is deﬁned as a traﬃc load of VoIP calls, in which
Erlang = k/l.
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Fig. 3. Two-dimension state-transition-rate diagram for the AF þ
non-RA
service model.

Observe that in Fig. 3, if a VoIP trunk contains i EFclass and j AF-class, we say that this system is in the state
of (i, j), where i and j are positive integers in the ranges of
0 6 i 6 m and 0 6 j 6 n, respectively. Let Pi,j be the stationary sate probability of (i, j), it can be found by solving
the equilibrium equations as below.
8
kP 0;0
¼ lP 0;1 þ lP 1;0 ;
>
>
>
>
>
if i ¼ 0 and j ¼ 0
>
>
>
>
>
ðk þ ilÞP i;0
¼ kP i1;0 þ ði þ 1ÞlP iþ1;0 þ lP i;1 ;
>
>
>
>
>
if 1 6 i 6 m  1 and j ¼ 0
>
>
>
>
>
ðk
þ
mlÞP
¼
kP
>
m;0
m1;0 þ lP m;1 ;
>
>
>
>
if i ¼ m and j ¼ 0
>
<
ðk þ jlÞP 0;j
¼ ðj þ 1ÞlP 0;jþ1 þ lP 1;j ;
>
>
>
if i ¼ 0 and 1 6 j 6 n
>
>
>
>
>
>
ðk þ il þ jlÞP i;j
¼ ði þ 1ÞlP iþ1;j þ ðj þ 1Þl
>
>
>
>
>
Pði; j þ 1Þ þ kP i1;j ;
>
>
>
>
>
if 1 6 i 6 m  1 and 1 6 j 6 n
>
>
>
>
>
ðk
þ
ml
þ
jlÞP
¼
kP
>
m;j
m;j1 þ kP m1;j þ ðj þ 1ÞlP m;jþ1 ;
>
:
if i ¼ m and 1 6 j 6 n
ð3Þ
The normalization equation for the above equilibrium
equations is
n X
m
X
j¼0

P i;j ¼ 1

ð4Þ

i¼0

In the provisioned MPLS network, if the resource is not enough for an AF-class VoIP call, this call will be blocked in
the ingress router of the VoIP trunk. The call blocking rate
non-RA
P blk
can be derived via Eq. (5).
non-RA
P blk
¼ P m;n

ð5Þ

The provisioned bandwidth utilization for the EF-class and
AF-class can be expressed as below.

Our main objective is to minimize the cost function Jnon-RA.
The cost function is such deﬁned to reﬂect the penalty of
the bandwidth waste. Since the service admission control
is implemented at the call level, and the same ﬁxed amount
of bandwidth is reserved for each service packet ﬂow in order to provide a certain level of quality of service. If excess
bandwidth is over-reserved, the utilization at the packet level will decrease. The more bandwidth waste the fewer calls
can be further admitted.
Let CEF and CAF denote the penalty costs for EF-class
and AF-class, respectively, and the normalized weighting
EF
factor b is deﬁned as b ¼ CEFCþC
. The cost function of
AF
non-RA
, can thus be deﬁned as:
non-RA service model, J
Þ þ ð1  bÞð1  U nonRA
Þ
J non-RA ¼ bð1  U nonRA
EF
AF
¼ 1  bU non-RA
 ð1  bÞU non-RA
EF
AF

ð8Þ

4.2. AF þ
RA : rate adaptive service model
+
AF þ
model, in
RA is the rate-adaptive version for AF
which the AF service could be upgraded to EF service when
the trunk utilization drops down below a. Therefore, the
ingress routers have to trace VoIP control messages and
manage the states of VoIP sessions anytime. If there is
available EF-class bandwidth, the part of AF-class VoIP
sessions in the same trunk will be upgraded to EF service.
Thus, the system loading of AF þ
RA service model in the
ingress routers would be higher than the other.
The proposed AF þ
RA service can be modeled as a onedimension birth–death process [24]. Fig. 4 shows the state
transition diagram of this birth–death process. We make
the same assumptions as those for AF þ
RA service model. Call
arrivals for both EF and AF-classes still follow the Poisson
distribution with the rate of k. The call holding time for both
EF and AF services are exponentially distributed with the
same mean call holding time of 1/l. The Erlang density is
deﬁned as a traﬃc load of VoIP calls, in which Erlang = k/l.
Let Pk be the stationary sate probability of k, it can be
found by solving the equilibrium equations as below.
8 
< k k1
P ; 06k 6mþn
l
k! 0
ð9Þ
Pk ¼
:
0;
k >mþn

λ

0

λ

λ

2μ

mμ

1
μ

λ

λ

m+n

m
(m 1) μ

( m n) μ

Fig. 4. Two-dimension state-transition-rate diagram for the AF þ
RA service
model.
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where
"

#1
mþn  k
X
k 1
P0 ¼
l k!
k¼0
The normalization equation for the above equilibrium
equations is
mþn
X

Pk ¼ 1

ð10Þ

k¼0

In the provisioned MPLS network, if the resource is not enough for an AF-class VoIP call, this will be blocked in the
ingress router of the VoIP trunk. The call blocking rate P RA
blk
can be derived via Eq. (11) that is alike to Erlang-B Model.
P RA
blk ¼ P mþn

ð11Þ

The provisioned bandwidth utilization for the EF-class and
AF-class can be expressed as below.
!
m
mþn
X
X
1
U RA
kP k þ
mP k
ð12Þ
EF ¼
m k¼0
k¼mþ1
U RA
AF ¼

mþn
1 X
ðk  mÞP k
n k¼mþ1

ð13Þ

The cost function of RA service model, AF þ
RA , similar to
which of the non-RA service model, is deﬁned as below.




RA
J RA ¼ b 1  U RA
EF þ ð1  bÞ 1  U AF
RA
¼ 1  bU RA
EF  ð1  bÞU AF

ð14Þ

5. Numerical results
The non-rate adaptive service AF þ
non-RA can be modeled
as a two-dimensional continuous time Markov chain
(2D-CTMC) and the steady-state probabilities of this
model can be derived by a sophisticated commercial optimization tool, LINGO. On the other hand, the rate adaptive service AF þ
RA can be modeled as a one-dimensional
continuous time Markov chain (1D-CTMC) and the
steady-state probabilities can be easily found by the
Erlang-B formula. This section presents the numerical
results for both service models. We evaluate the performance of the proposed service model in three aspects: call
level, packet level, and an objective function.
5.1. Call level performance analysis
The performance metrics in terms of the call blocking
rates and the bandwidth utilization for each model are analyzed. The former represents the service performance at the
call level, while the later evaluates the service performance
at the packet level.
The call blocking rates are used as the call level performance metric. The traﬃc intensity of VoIP calls are set to
25 (Erlang = 25), and call arrivals are assumed to follow
the Poisson distribution. The call blocking rates of

þ
AF þ
non-RA and AF RA service models can be derived from
Eqs. (5) and (11), respectively. The numerical results are
shown in Fig. 5 where the X axis denotes the total provisioned bandwidth (m + n); the Y axis stands for the call
blocking rates; and the Z axis represents the VoIP preferential treatment threshold (a) deﬁned in Eq. (2).
In this ﬁgure, we observe that the blocking rates of call
requests depend only on the total bandwidth (totally can
accommodate m EF-class and n AF-class calls) regardless
of the threshold a, which controls the quality of service
at the packet level instead of the dropping probability at
the call level. Proposed service models are such designed
to maintain the same call level dropping probability for
all call requests but provide preferential treatment at
packet level. This design principle is important to both customers as well as the system operator of the VoIP applications. From the perspective of the customer, he or she
would tolerate degraded services (due to packet dropping)
rather than totally been rejected of the call requests. On the
other hand, from the perspective of the system operator, it
needs to maintain an acceptable level of successful call
attempts in order to create ongoing relationships, heightened credibility and repeat business.

5.2. Packet level performance analysis
In this analysis, we assume that the total capacity can
accommodate 40 simultaneous call services (m + n = 40)
for both non-RA and RA service models.
For the non-RA model, the total bandwidth utilizations
for EF-class and AF-class can be derived from (6) and (7),
respectively. Similarly, for the RA models, they can be
derived from (12) and (13), respectively.
The relationships of bandwidth utilization and VoIP
preferential treatment threshold a for two classes are illustrated in Fig. 6. We observe the following two facts: First, if
a small value of a (a ﬁ 0) is selected, the EF-class bandwidth utilization for both models are greater than 0.96.
Otherwise, the bandwidth utilization for both of them are

non–RA with α =0.3
RA with α =0.3
non–RA with α=0.5
RA with α =0.5
non–RA with α=0.8
RA with α =0.8

1

0.8
Call blocking rate
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0.2
1
0
0

10

20
30
40
Provisioning bandwidth (m+n)
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0

0.5
Bandwidth
provisioning
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þ
Fig. 5. The call blocking rates of AF þ
non-RA and AF RA service models while
Erlang = 25.
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hand, the non-RA model with the smallest value of b performs the worst (has the highest cost). In theory, the smaller the a is, the less penalty costs. However, we may need a
larger value of a to serve more EF-class service in practice.
We observe that the penalty cost increases sharply once the
value of a exceeds a ‘‘curve point’’ (an experimental value is
between 0.4 and 0.6). We may suggest that the a shall be set
to this ‘‘curve point’’ in order to select an appropriate value
of a (the VoIP preferential treatment threshold) to optimize
the trade-oﬀ between the performances at the call level and
packet level.

1
0.9
0.8

Bandwidth utilization

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

EF–class with RA
AF–class with RA
EF–class with non–RA
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0.1
0
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Bandwidth provisioning ratio (α)

6. Conclusion

0.8

1

Fig. 6. The comparison of provisioned bandwidth utilizations with
þ
AF þ
non-RA and AF RA service models while m + n = 40.

decreasing (the larger value of the a, the smaller value of
the utilization). It is because the bandwidth allocated to
the EF-class is enough to serve most of the call requests.
Second, the bandwidth utilization for EF-class using RA
service model is lager than that using the non-RA service
model. The results reﬂects the fact because a AF service
could be upgraded to a EF service in the RA model as long
as the bandwidth allocated to the EF-class is available.
5.3. Objective function
The evaluation of the penalty cost function (the objective function) is illustrated in Fig. 7. For both non-RA
and RA services, the cost increases monotonically as the
a increases. For a ﬁxed a, RA model with the largest value
of b performs the best (has the lowest cost). On the other
0.45
RA with β=0.9
RA with β=0.99
RA with β=0.999
non–RA with β =0.9
non–RA with β=0.99
non–RA with β=0.999

0.4
0.35
0.3

Trade-oﬀ between the cost and service quality is a wellknown SLA problem – it involves how to meet each user’s
SLA requirements while maximizing system revenue. In
þ
this paper, we propose AF þ
non-RA and AF RA service models
for VoIP service overlay networks to accommodate emerging applications such as VoIP and real-time video streaming over the DiﬀServ/MPLS networks. In both service
models, incoming calls are ﬁrst serviced with the EF-class
up to a certain threshold (determined by the network service provider) and after that calls would be served with
AF-class. For AF þ
non-RA service model, each AF call is served
with the same class during its call holding time; while for
AF þ
RA service model, an ongoing AF call can be upgraded
to an EF call as long as the resource allocated to the entire
EF-class is not occupied fully.
þ
The AF þ
non-RA and AF RA services are modeled as the twodimension and one-dimension Markov chains, respectively,
to evaluate their performance under diﬀerent traﬃc scenarios. Numerical results show that both proposed AF extension service models take advantages of service guard and
cost-savings features from EF and AF-class. The total
bandwidths can be assigned to tune the alternative issues
of call blocking rate and provisioned bandwidth cost. This
þ
study has conﬁrmed that AF þ
non-RA and AF RA meet the costeﬀective requirements and provide a practical solution to
VoIP service overlay networks. In the future works, the
numerical results of quality (i.e., jitter, latency, packet loss)
will be demonstrated with simulation or implementation.
Both service models also can be easy to apply to other
peer-to-peer applications of overlay networks over DiﬀServ/MPLS networks.
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